A Supercharged Fluorescent Protein as a Versatile Probe for Homogeneous DNA Detection and Methylation Analysis
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Abstract: Supercharged proteins are a new class of functional proteins with exceptional stability and potent ability to deliver bio-macromolecules into cells. As a proof-of-principle, a novel application of supercharged proteins as a versatile biosensing platform for nucleic acid detection and epigenetics analysis is presented. Taking supercharged green fluorescent protein (ScGFP) as the signal reporter, a simple turn-on homogeneous method for DNA detection has been developed based on the polyionic nanoscale complex of ScGFP/DNA and toehold strand displacement. This assay shows high sensitivity and potent ability to detect single-base mismatch. Furthermore, combined with bisulfite conversion, this ScGFP-based assay was further applied to analyze site-specific DNA methylation status of genomic DNA extracted from real human colon carcinoma tissue sample with ultrahigh sensitivity (4 amol methylated DNA).

Biomolecular detection with high sensitivity, selectivity, simplicity, and cost-efficiency is significant and desirable in clinical diagnosis, drug discovery, and environmental analysis. Functional proteins, such as fluorescent proteins and immunoglobulins, are valuable in the development of bio-detection methods. Supercharged proteins (ScP) have emerged as a new class of functional proteins with high surface net charge.1 Recently, a new kind of ScP, namely supercharged green fluorescent protein (ScGFP), was developed by Liu et al. by resurfacing green fluorescent protein by genetic modification.2 As protein aggregation causes major problems in biotechnology and many fatal human diseases, ScP shows exceptional solubility and stability against protein aggregation, exhibiting great promise for applications in biotechnology, medicine, and material science.3 Moreover, super-positively charged proteins are cell penetrating and are able to efficiently deliver functional nucleic acid and protein into mammalian cells.4 These ScPs possess several advantages over conventional delivery vectors, including low cytotoxicity, high versatility, and generality across various cell types.4 The self-assembled polyionic complex is formed by electrostatic interaction between superpositive ScP and negatively charged nucleic acid, which is similar to the natural assembly of histone protein and oppositely charged DNA. Owing to their robust stability, cell penetrating ability, and strong electrostatic interaction with nucleic acid, it will be attractive to adopt ScP as a biosensing platform. However, the application of ScPs in bio-detection is scarce. Herein, taking ScGFP with a net charge of +36 as the signal reporter, we demonstrate ScP as a simple and versatile platform for genetic diagnosis and epigenetics analysis. The homogenous detection of DNA mutation and methylation analysis of cancer tissue samples are achieved.

Scheme 1 shows the detection mechanism for this ScGFP-based platform. The strong electrostatic interaction between +36 ScGFP and DNA leads to assembly of a polyionic nanoscale complex. As the DNA tailed with the organic quencher BHQ1, the close proximity between BHQ1-DNA and ScGFP in the nanoscale complex results in highly efficient quenching of ScGFP fluorescence by energy transfer (Supporting Information, Figure S1). The ScGFP fluorescence can be restored by releasing the quencher from DNA and distancing it from ScGFP. Based on this principle, homogenous DNA detection has been developed straightforwardly.
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warily. A BHQ1-tagged toehold DNA probe, comprising a long (L) strand and a short (S) strand, is applied. Target DNA (T1), which is totally complementary to L of the probe, can hybridize with single-stranded toehold region of the L-S probe and then initiate the toehold-mediated strand displacement,[3] which consequently releases the BHQ1-tagged S. The single-strand specific nuclease, S1 nuclease, is sequentially introduced to cleave S completely to liberate quencher and retain the TIL duplex. The nanoscale complex formed by quencher-free TIL and ScGFP induces the fluorogenic signal-out. Conversely, in the presence of mutant target or without target DNA, the S1-treated probe duplex still contains BHQ1 owing to lack of strand displacement, leading to significant fluorescence quenching by combination with ScGFP. As a result, this signal-on design provides a quantitative fluorescence measurement of the target DNA.

As the nanoscale complex formed by electrostatic interaction between ScGFP and DNA is essential for efficient quenching, the ScGFP/DNA nanoscale complex was investigated first. Using +36 ScGFP and 20 bp double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)-BHQ1 (ds20-Q) as models, the fluorescence titration experiment (Figure 1a) showed that the fluorescence intensity increased by 14.7 times as compared with the probe-only control, demonstrating that the nanoscale complex is feasible for DNA detection. It is noteworthy that the high concentration-dependent quenching curve, the dissociation constant ($K_d$) of 0.33 nm between ScGFP and 20 bp dsDNA could be estimated by using nonlinear least-squares curve-fitting analysis (as shown in the Supporting Information).[36] Further examination of the ScGFP/DNA nanoscale complex (Supporting Information, Figure S6) indicated that both single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and dsDNA with BHQ1 can efficiently quench the fluorescence of ScGFP. For quenching efficiency, ssDNA was marginally better than dsDNA and short strands were slightly more efficient than long strands, which are probably due to that each DNA sample with the same total charge contains different amount of quencher. The maximal quenching rate was up to 99% obtained by 8 nt ssDNA, implying that the quenching of ScGFP by multiple proximate quenchers in polyionic nanoscale complex is highly efficient. Interestingly, the nanoscale complex of ScGFP with quencher-free DNA caused an almost 50% fluorescence increase, which is probably due to the surrounding environment change and confined state of ScGFP in nanoscale complex (Supporting Information, Figure S7). The fluorescence stability of this nanoscale complex was also investigated. It was found that the BHQ1-free ScGFP/DNA nanoscale complex maintained over 95% of its initial fluorescence after two hours (Supporting Information, Figure S8a). Additionally, the fluorescence anisotropy of ScGFP decreased significantly from 0.3 to 0.07 after being encapsulated in nanoscale complex, which could be reasoned by the homo-FRET among ScGFP molecules in ScGFP/DNA complex (Supporting Information, Figure S8b).[7] The formation of quencher-free ScGFP/DNA nanoscale complex can be directly observed by confocal fluorescence microscopy (Supporting Information, Figure S9).

Based on the efficient fluorescence quenching of ScGFP by DNA-mediated nanoscale complex formation, the quantitative DNA analysis was performed using the toehold DNA probe (L-S, detailed sequences are shown in the Supporting Information, Table S1) with BHQ1. The target (T1) is derived from the segment of human TP53 gene encoding a crucial tumor suppressor protein p53.[38] As the concentration of T1 increased, the fluorescence of ScGFP monotonically intensified and almost reached saturation with 200 nm T1 (Figure 2a). In the presence of 200 nm T1, the fluorescence intensity increased by 14.7 times as compared with the probe-only control, demonstrating that our ScGFP-based sensor is feasible for DNA detection. It is noteworthy that the high
Figure 2. a) Fluorescence responses of ScGFP-based assay to varying concentrations of TP53 target (T1). Inset: Responses at low T1 concentrations. b) Fluorescence responses to target T1, SMs, random sequence, and probe-only. Inset: gel electrophoresis of probe (non-labeled) and probe/sample hybrids after S1 digestion. Lane 1: the probe; lanes 2–6: the hybrids of probe/target(C/G), probe/SM-A (C/A), probe/SM-T (C/T), probe/SM-C (C/C), and probe/random, respectively. [ScGFP] = 100 nM, [L/S probe] = 100 nM.

Scheme 2. ScGFP-based DNA methylation assay.

The good S/B ratio and great specificity to discriminate the single-base mutations of this ScGFP-based biosensor motivated us to explore its advanced application in epigenetic analysis. DNA methylation is an essential epigenetic mechanism for cellular regulation of gene expression.[14] In mammalian cells, DNA methylation occurs by addition of a methyl group to the 5-position of cytosine almost exclusively within the CpG site.[14a] Aberrant DNA methylation is recognized as the earliest and most common event in carcinogenesis.[14b] Bisulfite treatment of DNA converts cytosine (C) into uracil (U) while leaving methylcytosine (mC) unaltered, which is well-recognized as an efficient recognition mechanism for DNA methylation.[15] Considering the bisulfite treatment-induced one base alternation between mC and C, we expected to integrate bisulfite treatment and the ScGFP-based DNA sensing platform to develop a novel method to detect DNA methylation. Scheme 2 outlines the mechanism of ScGFP-based DNA methylation detection.

Treatment of genomic DNA by sodium bisulfite leads to conversion of C to U, which is subsequently replicated as thymine (T) during PCR amplification of target DNA loci of interest, while mC is resistant to deamination and is replicated as C during amplification. One of the primers for PCR is rationally designed by introduction of a nicking site for further ssDNA target preparation. With the assistance of nicking enzyme Nb.BbvCI and DNA polymerase, the PCR product serves as a template to prepare target ssDNA amplicon (T2) by nicking enzyme-mediated strand displacement synthesis (SDS). Finally, the resulting T2 with methylation-induced C/T alternation at CpG site is measured by the modified ScGFP-based probing process (the reason for using the modified process is discussed in the section “Detection of site-specific CpG methylation” in the Supporting Information). Similarly, a pair of long and BHQ-1-tagged short (L and S, sequence shown in the Supporting Information, Table S2) DNA strands are used as the probe. In this case, both L and S are complementary to T2. S can pair with downstream sequence next to the CpG site. L is 5 nt longer than S and the elongation part of L can hybridize with CpG site and its upstream sequence of the methylated T2 (meT2) to initiate toehold-mediated strand displacement of S. However, for the unmethylated T2 (umT2), strand displacement is prohibited because of one-base mismatch of L toTpG site. After S1 cleavage, the meT2 complementary to L yields a quencher-free L'-T2 duplex while umT2 causes negligible strand displacement and leaves a quencher-containing S'-T2 duplex. The addition of ScGFP results in the fluorescence light-on for methylated sample and light-off for unmethylated one, achieving a signal-on detection of DNA methylation.

The target of interest is the methylation status of the CpG site in the promoter region of p16 tumor-suppressor gene.[16] Plasmid pUC19 containing p16 promoter sequence, which was fully methylated by M.SssI methyltransferase, serves as the methylation-positive sample. The negative control was the unmethylated plasmid. After bisulfite conversion, the amplicon T2 was generated by PCR and the subsequent SDS, and...
the gel electrophoresis analysis (Supporting Information, Figure S11) of replication products demonstrates the highly efficient target amplification and the dominant yield of single-stranded product. Besides the methylation probe (Me probe) with L’ complementary to meT2, we also designed another counterpart probe (non-Me probe) specific for umT2 to double check the methylation status of interested locus and to avoid false positives. As shown in Figure 3a, with respect to the Me probe, the fluorescence signal of full methylated plasmid was 5.9 times higher than that of unmethylated one. Correspondingly, the unmethylated sample showed 5.7 times the fluorescence intensity of methylated one in case of the non-Me probe (Figure 3b). The remarkable signal response indicated that our new method is specific for methylation of CpG loci. The good specificity is due to the toehold-displacement reaction which were comparable with the results of bisulfite sequencing (Supporting Information, Figure S17). These results verified that p16 hypermethylation specifically occurs in the tumor tissue. All these results prove that our method provides a potential technique for DNA methylation-related clinical diagnosis of cancer.

In summary, we exploited the supercharged protein to develop a simple and versatile fluorescence platform for homogenous DNA detection and methylation analysis of specific gene loci. This biosensor, relying on the highly efficient quenching of ScGFP/DNA-quencher nanoscale complex and toehold-mediated strand displacement, exhibits great specificity, sensitivity, and general applicability in DNA detection and methylation assay. Unlike conventional fluorescent protein-based biosensor, the ScGFP probe preparation is convenient and low-cost without the requirement of further genetic fusion and engineering. The successful determination of DNA methylation levels in real tumor tissue indicates that the system is promising for future application in epigenetic analysis and cancer diagnosis. Considering the intriguing cell penetrating and DNA carrying abilities of ScGFP, it is expected that this ScGFP-based strategy can be further improved to achieve intracellular detection of important target biomolecules. The present study provides a new function of highly promising biomaterials, namely supercharged proteins, as a nucleic acid biosensor, which will inspire the exploration of more widespread applications of these emerging functional proteins.
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